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Abstract

Although the Singapore government has mandated submissions of building plans in building information modelling (BIM) format since July 2013, this does not yet seem to lead to enhanced productivity performance. BIM collaboration between designers and downstream contractors appears to remain inadequate. While many studies have been conducted on using BIM for better project outcomes, studies that relate BIM with the identification of non-value adding activities in the project lifecycle and the reduction of the resulting wastes are at infancy stage. This paper aims to propose a project management framework for enhancing the productivity of building projects in Singapore, which forms Phase I of an ongoing research project. A two-pronged approach is presented. Firstly, non-value adding activities in the current project delivery process that uses BIM partially in Singapore are identified by comparing the typical current process with full BIM-based processes; such activities are cut down after process transformation in terms of people, process, and technology. Secondly, time savings derived from reducing the wastes caused by these activities are quantified. The proposed framework was validated by a case study of a local residential project. It was concluded that this framework provides a valuable tool for project teams to enhance productivity performance.
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Introduction

Productivity performance is not only a determinant of a firm's long-term viability, but also a benchmark of overall competitive advantage of an industry and an economy. Since many countries have suffered from suboptimal productivity performance in the construction industry, much research work needs to be done to formulate strategies for productivity enhancement (Ranasinghe, Ruwanpura and Liu, 2011).

Singapore’s Economic Strategies Committee (ESC, 2010) reported that there was significant room to improve productivity in every sector of Singapore’s economy. Therefore, the Singapore government targeted to achieve productivity growth of 2–3% per year from 2010 to 2020 (ESC, 2010), which is measured by labor productivity in terms of value-added per employee. To meet this target, the first Construction Productivity Roadmap (CPR) was formulated in 2010, which focused on helping firms to adopt technology, according to Singapore’s Building and Construction Authority (BCA, 2011a). Strict legislations have been enforced in this CPR, such as formulating a 5-year BIM adoption roadmap. BIM electronic submission (e-submission) for regulatory approval has been mandated in three phases. New building projects with a Gross Floor Area (GFA) of 20,000 m² and above were required to submit their architectural plans in BIM format since July 2013 and to submit their structural and mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) plans in BIM format since July 2014. Eventually, all new building projects with a GFA of 5,000 m² and above were required to make architectural, structural, and MEP BIM e-submissions since July 2015 (BCA, 2011b).

Nevertheless, the target had not been completely realized by 2015. The Singapore Department of Statistics (SDOS, 2016) reported that the year-on-year changes of labor productivity were 2.3% (2011), -0.3% (2012), 0.5% (2013), -0.5% (2014), and -0.1% (2015) for the total economy; the figures for the construction industry were 2.0% (2011), 2.7% (2012), -3.0% (2013), -1.8% (2014), and 0.5% (2015), respectively. Furthermore, even if the productivity performance in the construction industry is good enough to achieve the target, productivity performance enhancing tools such as BIM will still be needed to make the productivity better. To meet this need, the second CPR was formulated in 2015 (BCA, 2015), which focuses on upgrading the skills of the construction workforce, driving collaboration among firms, and integrating the construction value chain. Virtual design and construction (VDC) and design for manufacture and assembly (DfMA) are highlighted as good approaches and supported by the second BIM roadmap in this CPR. The literature search also suggests that integrated project delivery (IPD) will be a good approach to meet the productivity growth expectations.

As can be seen from the above, there is a need to transform the Singapore construction industry, and one of the useful tools in this transformation would be BIM (Nath et al., 2015). It is process transformation that validates BIM implementation in the construction industry (Arayici et al., 2011; Autodesk, 2012; Khosrowshahi and Arayici, 2012; Enegbuma, Aliagha and Ali, 2014). Researchers (Lee et al., 2005; Lee and Sexton, 2007) studied the process transformation in terms of People, Process, and Technology. Lee and Sexton (2007) explored the feasibility of industry absorbing and diffusing n-dimensional (nD) modelling technology and found that there ought to be intrinsic links between Technology, People, and Process. They reported that although People appreciate the potential significant benefits of nD modelling technology, it could be too embryonic and too far removed from the “comfort zones” of construction firms because it requires heavy investment and contains too many risks.
This echoes sentiment in studies concentrating on the Singapore construction industry (Teo and Heng, 2007; Teo, 2008).

The situation and the above findings inspired the present authors to develop a BIM-based process transformation (BBPT) model to enhance the productivity in the Singapore construction industry. Therefore, an ongoing research project lasting for four years is conducted to fill this gap. In this study, People refers to key project stakeholders including government agencies, owners, architects, engineers, general contractors, key trade contractors, manufacturers/suppliers, and facility managers; Process refers to work processes that constitute traditional project delivery process, current project delivery process, and full BIM-based processes; Technology refers to BIM-related tools. In addition, researchers normally measure productivity improvement in terms of time saving (Chelson, 2010; Nath et al., 2015). But from a broader perspective, the time saving is derived from the identification of wastes such as defects, reworks, overproduction, waiting time, requests for information (RFIs), unnecessary inventory (Ohno, 1988; Chelson, 2010; Wu, Low and Jin, 2013; Nikakhtar et al., 2015), and safety issues (Alwi, Hampson and Mohamed, 2002).

Five research problems have been identified in the larger study after the literature review. Firstly, the productivity performance needs to be enhanced. Secondly, the current industry practices in the project lifecycle in the Singapore construction industry were not identified. In the context of the mandatory BIM e-submissions, People concentrate too much on the design stage, rather than full BIM adoption in the project lifecycle. Thirdly, the process wastes produced by People in the current process and leading causes of the wastes were not established. It is suggested that a good way to reduce the wastes could be to establish the concept of non-value adding activities and to remove such activities in the project lifecycle (Wu and Low, 2011; Wu, Low and Jin, 2013; Nikakhtar et al., 2015). Next, critical factors driving and hindering People to change towards the full BIM-based processes were not identified and analyzed in tandem with the concept of process transformation. Finally, the BBPT model in terms of People, Process, and Technology for the current process was not developed.

A collaborative atmosphere for BIM implementation among project teams may not exist in the short term, so the construction industry must take steps to change the unproductive current practices to save time. Thus, this larger study aims at developing a BBPT model to assist project teams in reducing wastes, and thus enhancing the productivity performance of building projects in Singapore. Accordingly, the main objectives of this study are to:

- Study the current industry practices in the project lifecycle;
- Identify the non-value adding activities in the current industry practices, study the leading causes, and evaluate their impact on productivity;
- Study the experiences of People when using BIM in their past, similar building projects in Singapore;
- Investigate the drivers that motivate People to change and the hindrances that People are likely to face;
- Develop a BBPT model from the perspectives of People, Process, and Technology for the current process in Singapore.

Figure 1 presents the phasing of the entire study which focuses on applying BIM to help People transform their current processes into full BIM-based processes in building projects in
Singapore. Although the full BIM-based process can be discussed from many perspectives, this study focuses on VDC, DfMA, and IPD, from the conceptualization phase to the facility management (FM) phase. VDC and DfMA are encouraged by the local government; IPD has been proven to be productive in some projects and has gained popularity overseas, especially in north America (Cohen, 2010).

This paper concentrates on Phase I of the larger study. Issues related to Phase II and Phase III are beyond the scope of this paper and there are plans to publish their corresponding findings in other papers. This paper proposes a framework for People to enhance the productivity in their building projects in Singapore. By identifying the non-value adding activities and reducing the resulting wastes, time savings can be obtained, enhancing productivity.

Evolution of project delivery processes

TRADITIONAL PROCESS

Traditionally, People used computer-aided design (CAD) programs, and architectural and engineering contracts were solely awarded before construction (Azhar, Kang and Ahmad, 2014). Hence design was not totally fixed until the construction phase because trade contractor input is not available until then, according to the American Institute of Architects and the American Institute of Architects, California Council (AIA and AIACC, 2007). Due to this disconnection, contractors had to reproduce drawings and FM team uses 2D as-built drawings to manage buildings. This process results in frequent claims and disputes between People as well as cost and time overruns. Therefore, the construction industry needed alternative delivery methods.

CURRENT PROCESS IN SINGAPORE

Azhar, Kang and Ahmad (2014) advocated using more integrated approaches to overcome the fragmentation issue in the traditional process. The Singapore government has mandated the architectural and engineering BIM e-submissions, driving BIM adoption in the construction industry (see Figure 2). Despite this, the BIM adoption stresses on the design stage, where on-site activities do not begin. Lam (2014) reported that the contractors and facility managers are not involved in the design phases to contribute their knowledge. The architects and engineers tend to use design models only for their own benefits such as applying for the regulatory

Figure 1 Phasing of an ongoing research project
approvals, and may not consider the BIM uses of downstream parties and share their quality BIM models. Hence general contractors must re-build the BIM models based on the 2D drawings, specifications, and incomplete design models from the designers to coordinate key trades, produce shop drawings, and develop and submit as-built BIM models to the architects during construction. Furthermore, most trade contractors lack BIM skills and facility managers rarely use BIM.

Overall, it is a partial BIM process currently adopted in Singapore. If the designers do not collaborate with the downstream parties, the true spirit of BIM will not be realized as it results in fragmented BIM uses between the designers, contractors, and facility managers. As a result, there will be many problems in the construction and the FM phases, such as frequent RFIs, change orders, and reworks. It is hence necessary to develop suitable strategies to drive for better BIM collaboration throughout the construction value chain.

SHORTCOMINGS IN CURRENT PROCESS – DEVELOPING NEW PROCESSES

The fragmentation in the current process inhibits a widespread change in the construction industry. In most projects People work in silos on their own BIM models as they do not have a precise knowledge of the potential value of full BIM adoption. Little attempt has been made to share BIM models in building projects in Singapore (Lam, 2014). People seek change, but do not want to be changed (Senge, 1990). It is hence imperative to explore appropriate delivery methods to eliminate the information fragmentation between People in different phases. To achieve this, a change is required from the existing approach which is based on individual uses to an integrated approach which provides quality information of BIM models among People in the project lifecycle. In addition, the alignment of participating firms’ activities with project outcomes is needed. BIM tools are ready and available to enable new ways of working that result in more predictable and accurate project outcomes (Autodesk, 2008). With BIM as a facilitator, approaches such as IPD, VDC, and DfMA are increasingly used in the construction industry worldwide.

IPD

IPD has emerged as a solution to the information fragmentation (Azhar, Kang and Ahmad, 2014). It can reduce the inefficiencies and wastes that are embedded in the current design and construction practices (Kent and Becerik-Gerber, 2010). Researchers (AIACC, 2014; Azhar, Kang and Ahmad, 2014) identified the following key characteristics that distinguish IPD from other processes:

• Continuous involvement of an owner and key designers and contractors from early design through project completion;
• A multi-party agreement that clearly defines their roles and responsibilities;
• Alignment of business interests through shared risks/rewards;
• The IPD team collectively and clearly defines achievable goals and benchmarks for measuring them;
• Joint project control by the IPD team according to predetermined criteria;
• IPD team members waive any claim amongst themselves except for in the instance of a wilful default.

BIM is central to the process changes that IPD would bring in the construction industry, according to Autodesk (2008) which explained how the use of BIM in an integrated environment enables the IPD working process and results in more predictable and accurate outcomes. Eastman et al. (2011) revealed that BIM forms the foundation for better collaboration among People. A subsequent study examined how BIM can be useful to help achieve the above IPD characteristics (Azhar, Kang and Ahmad, 2014); this said study found that there are direct relationships between BIM attributes and IPD characteristics so that BIM would be a catalyst for IPD implementation. Nevertheless, the full potential of BIM will not be realized unless there are structural changes in the current process.

AIACC (2014) explained the commonly-used IPD process overseas, which saw that expertise from both the design team and the construction team is available throughout the design phases. Despite this, the process needs to be adapted for Singapore use. Using the phasing and People involvement of the current process in Figure 2 as a reference, this paper highlighted the following changes in the IPD process: (1) changing the agency permit phase to agency review phase and moving it forward to be concurrent with the design phases and the construction documentation phase; (2) involving the general contractor since the conceptualization phase, as well as the key trade contractors and the facility manager from early design onwards; and (3) changing the bidding phase to final buyout phase. The agency review phase commences in the criteria design (schematic design) phase and increases in intensity during the final review period. As policy-makers, the local government agencies actively participate from the beginning. Singapore’s CORENET is a major initiative to facilitate electronic building plans submission, checking, and approval processes (Smith, 2014; Solihin and Eastman, 2015), which allows the agencies to automatically analyze and check the models submitted for program and code compliance (Eastman et al., 2011; Khosrowshahi and Arayici, 2012). The BIM use and early involvement and validation by the agencies minimize agency comments and required changes to the designs as submitted (AIA and AIACC, 2007). The general contractor and trade contractors are also involved to contribute site knowledge in design and submittal preparation (Kent and Becerik-Gerber, 2010). In addition, the final buyout phase completes the buyout of remaining contracts such as trade contractors not involved during the design phases and materials without long lead time (AIACC, 2014).

VDC

VDC is an approach for the designers and the contractors working together as a collaborative team to build, visualize, analyze, and evaluate project performance on multi-disciplinary models in the design stage before tremendous time and resources are consumed during construction (Chua and Yeoh, 2015). Kunz and Fischer (2012) suggested three stages of VDC implementation:

• Firstly, visualization. The project team creates BIM models to perform design, construction, and operations based on performance metrics, such as buildability and constructability, that
are predicted from the models and tracked in the process. This stage is commonly-used within the global construction industry.

- Secondly, integration. The project team members reliably share discipline specific data between disparate modelling and analysis applications by using Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). For example, an integrated set of design models of different disciplines can be created based on a shared IFC-based architectural model.

- Thirdly, automation. The project team uses automated methods to perform routine design tasks or to build subassemblies in a factory. For instance, design detailing can be automated using knowledge from design codes (Chua and Yeoh, 2015), and standard building products can be integrated in the design development phase by the contractors to increase off-site prefabrication and assembling (Gao and Fischer, 2006). The standard products will appear in the schedule with the precise style and specifications for manufacturing.

Fischer et al. (2014) found that the visualization and simulation are the engine of VDC. Visualization is an effective way for the team members to describe themselves accurately and to analyze their work and that of others; therefore, the team can communicate more clearly with each other, and with the owner. Simulation also allows the team to make better predictions by showing how close different design options come to desired outcomes, and the consequences of their decisions. The automation will be realized based on the good visualization and integration (Kunz and Fischer, 2012).

Gao and Fischer (2006) studied VDC with 11 case projects in Finland. This paper also adapted them into a VDC process to the Singapore context. Compared with the phasing and People involvement of the current process in Figure 2, this paper changed the bidding phase to the final buyout phase and moved the bidding phase to where the design stage starts, so that the contractors could participate and input their construction expertise throughout the design phases. In addition, the structural and MEP engineers could aid the architects in the architectural modelling in the schematic design stage and then take advantages of the information from the architectural model for their own analysis. The structural engineer uses the model as a base to make strength calculations for the preliminary framing plan and compare different structural frame options. The MEP engineers conduct a computerized analysis of 3D spatial model and set realistic targets such as sizing for building systems. These engineers comment on the architectural model with respect to the more complicated systems, and develop structural and MEP models after the architectural model is almost fixed. Also, the general contractor uses the models shared by the architects and engineers as bases to build its construction model (Gao and Fischer, 2006; Porwal and Hewage, 2013).

**DiMA**

DiMA concentrates on developing a design that is optimized for off-site manufacture (OSM) of discrete sections of the final facility and on-site assembly of them after being transported to site, essentially moving site-based activities into a controlled factory environment (McFarlane and Stehle, 2014). The DiMA approach consists of three major components:

- Geometry (3D model). It allows the team members to visually understand and interrogate the design intent and mainly includes the engineers’ finite element models and fabrication models that enable automated production of standard building elements. The models are also used to produce 2D drawings for non-automated processes such as the regulatory approvals and third-party manufacture of small elements.
• Production (OSM). The entire fit-out process, namely the manufacture and assembly of structural and MEP modules of different scales as well as the decorative elements, can be carried out in the factory environment.
• Metadata (BIM). It contains all relevant project parameters. Multiple design analyses can be conducted, such as calculating and predicting the impacts of time, sequencing, scheduling, costs, sustainability, constructability and so on, allowing the team to select the best design option (McFarlane and Stehle, 2014).

The basis of DfMA is the virtual reality modelling of the building, which includes four significant elements, namely the discretization of the construction, 3D design collaboration, 4D construction planning, and 5D costing. All the elements should be interrogated and improved by the project team members until the optimum solution is reached (McFarlane and Stehle, 2014), allowing People to participle interactively in the design and planning phases (Gibb and Isack, 2003). This ensures that all the project parameters are met prior to commencing actual construction.

To adopt DfMA successfully, the construction industry must make fundamental structural changes based on a thorough understanding of the principles underpinning the manufacturing industry (Blismas and Wakefield, 2009). DfMA changes the way People work, both in terms of the Process and product. Based on the literature on DfMA and BIM, the DfMA process can be adapted for the Singapore construction industry. Using the phasing and People involvement of the current process in Figure 2 for reference, this paper placed emphasis on the following changes in the DfMA process: (1) changing the bidding phase to the final buyout phase and locating the bidding phase after the conceptualization phase; (2) adding and highlighting the manufacturers (suppliers) in the list of the key stakeholders; and (3) dividing the construction phase into four phases, namely manufacture, substructure, superstructure, and fit-out. Since design changes would be costly after the fabrication of standard building elements begins, the general contractor and the manufacturers are early involved to help develop the optimum design virtually and early whereby the superstructure and fitting out phases can take place off-site while or before ground works and substructure are being done on-site, compressing on-site phases. The bidding phase entails engaging the general contractor and the manufacturers prior to the design stage using a two-stage contract to avoid them working at risk financially before the construction phase. The subcontractors would be engaged in the final buyout phase to complete traditional construction, including ground works, substructure, and so on. It should be noted that the manufacturing team includes factory based operatives, site erection teams, and so on, and that such a team would also act as the general contractor if the conventional construction is not included in the project (Ross, Cartwright and Novakovic, 2006).

Field study and findings
This paper was divided into four stages. Firstly, the key activities related to BIM in each project delivery process in the Singapore construction industry and the potential resulting wastes that would seriously affect the productivity were identified through the literature review. Secondly, BIM experts in Singapore were approached to validate these key activities and wastes, either through personal interviews or via e-mail enquiries. The interviews were recorded and analyzed using content analysis. Wong, Salleh and Rahim (2014) also adopted this method which studied the BIM capabilities in quantity surveying in Malaysia. More importantly, a framework for enhancing the productivity performance in Singapore was proposed based on the identification of the non-value adding activities and the potential
resulting wastes in a building project context. Finally, a case study was conducted to validate the proposed framework.

**NON-VALUE ADDING ACTIVITIES**

Previous studies (Wu and Low, 2011; 2012; Wu, Low and Jin, 2013; Wu and Feng, 2014) have identified the non-value adding activities in the precast-concrete production and installation processes in Singapore, which would increase carbon emissions. Such activities are wasteful because they consume the time of workers and other resources but do not add value to the complete process and the final product (Wu, Low and Jin, 2013; Nikakhtar et al., 2015).

In the Singapore context, the key activities related to BIM in building projects may be referred to in Table 1. It should be noted that the activities in Table 1 may not be comprehensive, but provide a good representation of the current uses of BIM within the Singapore construction industry. The BCA’s gap analysis of the first BIM roadmap revealed many problems in the current state of BIM adoption, such as firm-based rather than project-wide BIM collaboration (Lam, 2014). As mentioned earlier, the BIM uses currently adopted in Singapore were lonely or partially. Without knowing the downstream BIM uses, the design team may not be able to identify the reusable project information and important information exchanges (Anumba et al., 2010). Compared with the IPD, VDC, DfMA processes, this partial BIM adoption creates major non-value adding activities in the current process, which result in various wastes and consume time (Nikakhtar et al., 2015), leading to productivity loss.

**WASTES**

Non-value adding work held a considerable portion in most construction processes (Al-Sudairi, 2007; Nikakhtar et al., 2015). This work even exceeded 50% of the total work in some cases (Al-Sudairi, 2007). To quantify the impact of the non-value adding activities in the current process on the productivity, a total of 13 kinds of the potential resulting wastes that would be more impactful have been identified from the literature review (see Table 2).

**EMPIRICAL FINDINGS**

To validate the key activities related to BIM and the potential resulting wastes, a total of 68 practitioners in Singapore were approached via e-mails. The practitioners were requested to comment on the readability, relevancy, accuracy, applicability, and comprehensiveness of the key activities and the wastes, as well as add and delete necessary items if rational. Finally, 16 responses were received, representing a response rate of 23.53% which was acceptable because it was even higher than the general response rate of Singapore surveys range of 10%–15% (Teo, Chan and Tan, 2007). Thus, the 16 responses from the e-mail enquiries were considered adequate and valuable to validate the activities and wastes identified in this paper. Of these, seven incoming e-mails commented on the activities and three on the wastes. Some of the comments were incorporated in this paper; for example, the comment “the design and construction data in digital models are less relevant for operations and maintenance, so the facility management team will still use 2D as-built drawings to manage buildings” was merged into the key activities in the current process in Table 1. Other comments that were less relevant to BIM or too drastic were omitted, such as “buildings are evolving and changes are inevitable, thus the use of BIM would be a waste of manpower just to update every day”.

Apart from the e-mail data, six BIM experts preferred being interviewed to discuss the BIM implementation in Singapore. The number of the interviews was adequate.
Table 1  Summary of the key activities related to BIM in the current process and the proposed IPD, VDC, and DfMA processes in the Singapore construction industry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Key activities related to BIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The owner and the architect set project requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>The key stakeholders are engaged, form an IPD team by a multi-party contract, jointly set project goals and benchmarks, outline BIM goals and potential BIM uses (such as 4D modelling and model updating) based on the project characteristics, stakeholders’ goals and capabilities, and desired risk allocations, and identify the responsible stakeholders for the BIM uses and information exchanges; The team agrees on the reward/risk sharing arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC/DFMA</td>
<td>The owner and the architect set project requirements and outline the BIM goals and potential BIM uses (such as 3D site analysis and code validation) based on the project characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The architect and engineers create their design models with little collaboration and without the construction, fabrication, and facility management inputs from the downstream people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[criteria design for IPD]</td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>All key project parameters (such as scope, basic design, system selection, schedule, cost target, quality levels, prefabricated components, buildability, and constructability) are set; All the key trade contractors are engaged to input their site expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC</td>
<td>The design team and construction team agree on the multi-party collaboration contracts to share data, identify the data exchanges between the key firms, and define the exchange procedures and formats; The engineers and contractors work together with the architect to develop architectural model; the facility manager may also contribute to the design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DfMA</td>
<td>The engineers, general contractor, and manufacturers are engaged with two-stage contracts, further outline the BIM goals and potential BIM uses (such as 3D coordination and digital fabrication) according to their goals and capabilities as well as risk allocations, and identify the responsible parties for the BIM uses and the collaboration methods (such as regular meetings) of data exchanges; The engineers, general contractor, and manufacturers contribute in the architectural modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phases</td>
<td>Processes</td>
<td>Key activities related to BIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD (detailed design for IPD)</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The building elements may not be well defined; The building systems may not be coordinated until the construction phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>All the building systems are fully engineered and coordinated, with required level of detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC/DfMA</td>
<td>The engineers build the structural and MEP models based on the architectural model; The general contractor creates the construction model and fabrication model (if any) using the design models as bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD (implementation documents</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The design team produces 2D drawings and specifications for the downstream uses such as regulatory submission and tender documents preparation; Prefabrication of some building components cannot commence due to design uncertainties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for IPD)</td>
<td>IPD/VDC/DfMA</td>
<td>The contractors and manufacturers document the construction intent of the building systems and components to produce shop and/or fabrication drawings; The fabrication of the building systems, especially those long-lead items, begins as the design is fixed;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The team generates documents for permitting, assembly, detailed schedule, and so on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (agency review for IPD)</td>
<td>Current/</td>
<td>The designers apply for planning approvals in BIM format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC/DfMA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>Since the regulatory agencies participate actively in the design stage, the team applies for planning approvals and responds to the agency comments in parallel with the design stage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Key activities related to BIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The designers only pass 2D drawings or incomplete design models to potential contractors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>Since the key contractors have been engaged either in the conceptualization phase or in the design stage, this phase entails the buyout of remaining contracts such as the trade contractors not involved in design and materials without long lead time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC</td>
<td>The trade contractors that were not involved in the design stage are engaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DfMA</td>
<td>Since the general contractor and manufacturers have been engaged in the early design stage, this phase engages the subcontractors to complete the conventional construction such as the ground works and substructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The general contractor re-builds the BIM models for construction uses and their own submissions; Due to the disconnection between the upfront and downstream parties, RFIs may be frequently raised for the designers to respond, and reworks need to be completed where necessary; A low percentage of building components would be prefabricated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD/VDC</td>
<td>The team uses the models to guide construction, and reviews and updates the models until completion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DfMA</td>
<td>The manufacturers produce building systems and modules in the factory environment before or while the ground works and substructure are being done on-site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 continues on the next page*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Processes</th>
<th>Key activities related to BIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The team may spend much time and many resources to resolve the disputes between the stakeholders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD</td>
<td>The team finalizes the as-built BIM models and specifications for facility management and resolves the risk and reward sharing arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VDC/DfMA</td>
<td>The team finalizes the as-built BIM models and specifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>The facility management team uses 2D as-built drawings to manage the building unless the owner pays for the 3D as-built models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IPD/VDC/DfMA</td>
<td>The facility management team uses 3D as-built models as planned in the project beginning to manage the building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: CC=conceptualization; SD=schematic design; DD=design development; CD=construction documentation; AP=agency permit; B=bidding; CS=construction; HC=handover & Closeout; FM=facility management.

(Source: Adapted from Gibb and Isack, 2003; Gao and Fischer, 2006; Ross, Cartwright and Novakovic, 2006; AIA and AIACC, 2007; Anumba et al., 2010; Kunz and Fischer, 2012; BCA, 2013; Porwal and Hewage, 2013; AIACC, 2014; Lam, 2014; McFarlane and Stehle, 2014)
for validating the activities and wastes, compared with previous studies: Zhao, Hwang and Low (2016) validated the action plans for improving enterprise risk management implementation in Chinese construction firms based in Singapore by interviewing six experts; Wong, Salleh and Rahim (2014) validated the capabilities of BIM in quantity surveying practice by eight interviews. Although Wong, Salleh and Rahim (2014) interviewed two more experts, this said previous study did not conduct other validations such as the e-mail enquires as this paper did. All the six BIM experts were from large firms and had at least three-year experience of implementing BIM in building projects in Singapore. Table 3 presents a summary of the personal interviews. The interviews were semi-structured and the data were recorded and transcribed. Content analysis of the data outlined that the key activities in Table 1 were confirmed by the interviews. In addition, the waste “design errors” was changed to “design efficiencies” to also include design omissions and additions, and the waste “reworks” to “reworks and/or abortive works” that are widely-used in the local construction industry (see Table 2). Hence, it could be concluded that all
the key activities in Table 1 and the potential resulting wastes in Table 2 were validated by the interviewees and e-mail exchanges.

The non-value adding activities and resulting wastes led to the suboptimal productivity in the current process in Singapore, which may be explained by the following reasons: (1) the rules and guidelines for driving BIM adoption in Singapore may not encapsulate the best available knowledge of BIM spirit. The BIM submission policy that most projects should comply with may not necessarily lead to expected consequences (Alter, 2015), especially in the short term when the local practitioners were shifting to a higher level of BIM readiness. The interviewee (I4) argued that such a policy itself might be wasteful because the submittals prepared in the design phase are at a higher level of detail and precision and cannot be reusable in the later stages of the project, and consume time and resources; instead, the project team may prefer incentives like extra GFA as more strong motivations to use BIM fully. Meanwhile, the proposed and codified IPD, VDC, and DfMA processes serve as suggestions and guidelines for the project team, but the required collaboration skills may not be available to the current team structure to fully implement such processes. So, the full benefits of BIM were not reaped; (2) the changes to the accustomed workflow emerged quite uncontrollably for many practitioners in Singapore (Markus and Robey, 1988). Although the government mandate and encouragement was gradually rolled out, many firms still did not adapt to or resisted to changes in the new way of working using BIM. For example, the small focus group reported that the MEP design models often had apparent design deficiencies, which would seriously harm the collaboration between the project participants and resulted in substantial RFIs and reproduction of the models by the contractors. Other designers may also not identify the downstream BIM uses when developing their models; and (3) in addition to the technology and technological processes, the contextual project factors in the Singapore construction industry could play critical roles (Barley, 1986). The e-mail exchanges data indicated that in the current market, the contract prices were too low for the MEP designers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>BIM expert</th>
<th>Work experience</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Duration time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus group (with the authors as facilitators)</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>15-20 years</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Construction and development</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>15-20 years</td>
<td>Technical manager</td>
<td>Construction and development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3</td>
<td>10-15 years</td>
<td>Corporate BIM manager</td>
<td>Construction and development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face to face</td>
<td>I4</td>
<td>15-20 years</td>
<td>Regional BIM manager</td>
<td>Development and construction</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I5</td>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>Quantity surveying in charge</td>
<td>General construction firm</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over telephone</td>
<td>I6</td>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>Senior architectural associate</td>
<td>Architectural consultancy firm</td>
<td>25 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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to put many resources in creating perfect digital design models. In addition, insufficient time was given to full design development; it was common that the detailed design proceeded concurrently with the construction phase which commenced after obtaining the regulatory approvals of the schematic design models. Furthermore, the project team members may face interoperability issues that different parties used various software or software versions. Hence, the productivity performance was not improved significantly as predicted, implying a steep learning curve of using BIM to transform the typical current process adopted in Singapore.

**Framework to enhance productivity for project management**

A project management framework for adopting the full BIM-based processes to enhance the productivity performance of building projects in Singapore is proposed, as shown in Figure 3. The basic purpose of developing this framework is to help project teams transform their project delivery processes for productivity gains.

The first step in this approach is to map and ascertain the corporate goals and typical current practices (BIM uses, processes, information exchanges, communication procedures, and so on) carried out by *People* in their building projects in Singapore. Normally when building a project team, all the key participants have documented their standard corporate practices of

---

**Figure 3  Framework to enhance productivity for project management**

1. Ascertain the typical current practices (Table 1) carried out by the key stakeholders (Figure 2) in different phases of their building projects in Singapore

2. Identify the activities in the current practices which are different from their counterparts in the proposed full BIM-based processes including IPD, VDC, and D/MA (Table 1), and categorize these activities according to the project phasing and the roles of stakeholders

3. Determine if an activity is significantly non-value adding?

   - Yes
   - Eliminate the significant non-value adding activity through changing in terms of people, process, and technology

   - No
   - Determine the residual effect of the activity, if any

4. Transform the current practices into the proposed full BIM-based processes

   - Overcome the hindrances to change in terms of people, process, and technology towards the full BIM-based processes

   - Implement the drivers for change in terms of people, process, and technology towards the full BIM-based processes

5. Transform the effect of all the non-value adding activities into wastes (Table 2) related to operations and processes

6. Quantify the time savings derived from the identification and reduction of all the resulting wastes using a waste assessment model (Figure 4)

---
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delivering services in the projects they have been working on. The key activities related to BIM in building projects in Singapore may echo sentiments in Table 1. They are not productive enough due to the partial use of BIM. Although the local government has been driving People to use BIM, the state of BIM adoption is uneven in the market (McGraw Hill Construction, 2014). The largest contractors tend to be very advanced to adopt BIM and thus reap the benefits more fully, whereas the others are in the beginning phase. Overall, the Singapore construction industry is not very BIM-ready for project-wide full collaboration among People at various phases of building projects (Lam, 2014).

The next step is to identify the activities in the current process that are different from their counterparts in the proposed full BIM-based process. This can be done by comparing the activities grouped in terms of project phasing in Figure 2 and Table 1. The activities in Table 1 may not be comprehensive, but provide a good representation of the current uses of BIM in the current, IPD, VDC, and DfMA processes. IPD relies on the collective expertise contributed by People throughout the project lifecycle; they are on the same productivity boat, leading to an ideal project delivery approach. VDC enables the contractors to detect problems virtually in the design stage, and thus there would be fewer problems on site during the construction stage. DfMA embeds the use of BIM and maximizes the prefabrication of the standard building elements to eliminate the on-site activities and boost the on-site productivity. One of them or a hybrid of them may be appropriately selected as a full BIM-based process in the project considering the project specific factors such as the project characteristics and resources priority.

Following this, the logical approach in enhancing the productivity performance would be to strive for the prevention of any possible occurrence of wastes. The role of project management, which is represented through cutting down the non-value adding activities to reduce the wastes, should be identified. Whereas it is desirable to fully prevent the potential wastes from occurring, it is impossible to completely reduce their occurrence by the process change once in one project. This is because not all the activities identified are non-value adding; some may be not significantly non-value adding and remain necessary. Hence a two-pronged approach needs to be adopted wherein (step 3):

1. The significant non-value adding activities such as not involving the general contractor during the design stage are cut through the early involvement of the contractor (Low, Gao and Lin, 2015), and;
2. The occurrence of the possible wastes due to insignificant non-value adding activities is properly predicted so that appropriate plans can be tailored.

Step 4 is to transform the current practices into the selected full BIM-based process (see Table 1) in this project. Although the BIM e-submissions have been enforced by the Singapore government, the project-wide BIM collaboration between the design phases and the construction phase is not enough (Lam, 2014). Thus, process changes are imperative in the local construction industry. To transform the current process to adopt BIM more fully, the hindrances to change in terms of People, Process, and Technology needs to be overcome. Lee et al. (2005) stressed that the most problematic barriers in the uptake of new technologies such as BIM are those related to human. This is due to the unpredictability and the multiple effects of the behaviors of the project participants and individuals. Besides, attitude plays an important role in whether the changes proceed smoothly or not. The prerequisite for any new Technology to work is to ensure the synchronization of the Technology and Process as well as the readiness of the Technology and People. But most importantly, the willingness of People to change is required to ensure that the Process can be organized into required applications (Teo, 2008).
Hence the most significant problem that the team is likely to face in adopting BIM is people management (Lee et al., 2005). Thus, the hindrances such as psychological afraid of the unknown (Khosrowshahi and Arayici, 2012), lack of BIM experts, top management deciding to mainly use CAD from project to project after training employees on BIM, and concern about initial productivity loss (Eastman et al., 2011) should be overcome.

To meet this need, it is critical to remove the resistance of People to change by getting them to understand the potential value and the benefits of full BIM adoption over the current drafting practices (Khosrowshahi and Arayici, 2012). The most important driver for the BIM systems and their full adoption is to provide information of good quality to People. The improved information quality, building products, visualization tools, cost estimates, and analyses lead to better decision-making in the design stage and fewer wastes during construction. Together with the value of the digital models for operations and maintenance, a snowball effect is likely (Eastman et al., 2011). Other drivers for change such as government requirement and support like subsidizing the cost of BIM software and consultancy, training employees on BIM, top management deciding to use BIM after training, pursuing long-term competitive advantage from BIM to win bids in the future market (Arayici et al., 2011; BCA, 2016) can also be implemented. It should be clarified that these hindrances to and drivers for change towards the full BIM-based processes form the Phase II of the larger study, which is not presented in detail in this paper due to the word limit.

In steps 5 and 6, the wastes caused by the established non-value adding activities in the current process in Singapore are identified and estimated (see Table 2). The identification and reduction of the wastes can be achieved using a waste assessment model (see Figure 4). The occurrence of the wastes is due to a multitude of non-value adding activities established in the steps 2 and 3. After the wastes being identified and assessed, a new process change may be required for further cutting the non-value adding activities until the full BIM implementation is reached.

After various resulting wastes are reduced using the waste assessment model, the amount of the derived time savings can be quantified (step 6), according to the documentation of the workers’ time having been spent on dealing with the wastes occurred in this project. For instance, due to poorly coordinated and unclear building plans being used on site in the current practices, tremendous RFIs are raised from the contractors. Such RFIs mean increased field conflicts which cause the workers’ idle time waiting for the consultants’ responses and potential reworks where necessary, resulting in decreased productivity. However, with full BIM use, all the building systems can be fully defined, engineered, and coordinated, greatly reducing the RFIs, idle time, reworks, and so on, eventually increasing the productivity performance (Chelson, 2010).

![Figure 4](image_url) Flow diagram for waste assessment model
Validation

The proposed framework was validated using data from a large ongoing residential building project with a GFA of more than 100,000 m² in Singapore. The data were collected through participant observations and analysis of past documents. The authors participated in the weekly project meetings in the construction site office over two months to observe how the project team collaborated in the BIM work processes; notes were taken promptly and supplemented by using a recorder. Documents such as minutes of meetings and milestone reports were collected from the project manager and were analyzed.

The VDC-ish approach was implemented in this project, with the general contractor as the leading party to coordinate and compile BIM models and the construction BIM execution plan in the construction stage. The large general construction firm had delivered or had been working on many building projects in which the typical BIM uses and processes could be represented by the typical current process described in Table 1 and very often resulted in many non-value adding activities and tremendous wastes such as design changes and reworks. Because of the distinctive differences between the typical process and the VDC process, this project team needed to change the typical way of working. The critical hindrances encountered included the following aspects: (1) adaptability. All the key stakeholders had to change their preferential working habits and lacked training on the new way of working; (2) trade contractors’ capabilities. They preferred to use the 2D drawings for submission and construction, and lacked BIM skillsets; and (3) smooth communication of information. It was difficult to get the major stakeholders to collectively communicate, review, and coordinate the digital models. Nevertheless, to obtain the benefits of BIM, the project team overcame the hindrances by: (1) aligning all the key stakeholders from the beginning and providing project-wide trainings; (2) spearheading BIM model development for all the key trade contractors; (3) involving all the key stakeholders in project meetings to contribute knowledge.

With these strategies, the project team had managed the design well in the construction phase through the following main changes in BIM work practices: (1) sharing design models between the designers, the general contractor, and the key trade contractors. Specifically, after obtaining the regulatory approval, the architect handed over its model to the general contractor for further design development and coordination in the preconstruction stage. The general contractor used the architectural design model as a reference to integrate it with the structural model, and created a high-level construction model which considered the BIM uses of the downstream subcontractors; (2) requiring the trade contractors to use BIM. The subcontractors created their models based on the construction model; and (3) driving collaboration and coordination. The high-level construction model was then virtually displayed, communicated, reviewed, and revised collectively by all the key stakeholders, including precast contractors, in weekly technical meetings in the construction site office, greatly reducing design and construction uncertainties. All the models were approved by the owner and specific designers and combined to guide construction activities (including off-site production) 3 levels ahead versus the actual site progress. During the construction stage, a central data platform was used to help the team members store, view, comment, and monitor the latest composite construction model.

Such process transformation efforts resulted in enhanced productivity performance by the time of this paper. As examples, the productivity improvements for the shop drawing preparation process and RFIIs were reported in this paper. The total time spent on preparing the structural and architectural shop drawings was projected from the following activities: (1) coordinating
the structural, architectural, and MEP design provisions; (2) preparing the shop drawings; (3) virtually reviewing and revising the designs and drawings; and (4) approving the drawings. Meanwhile, by driving the project-wide collaboration and coordination in the weekly technical meetings, all interfacing issues were virtually resolved, thus substantially reducing the number of the RFIs. Consequently, about 60% of the RFIs raised were related to material or specification clarifications. Compared with its similar residential project of the general construction firm, the estimated time spent for preparing the structural and architectural shop drawings in this project were 836 manhours and 1408 manhours, saved by 40% and 42%, respectively. The numbers of the RFIs in the architecture, structure, and MEP disciplines were 126, 63, and 15, respectively, substantially reduced by 70% in total. The results were in line with Nath et al. (2015) which found that using BIM to re-engineer the precast shop drawing generation process in building projects in Singapore would result in a substantial time saving of 380 manhours of producing the shop drawings, leading to an overall productivity improvement of about 36% for processing time and 38% for total time. Hence, it could be concluded that even the contractual structure and the BIM work activities in the design stage of this residential project remained the same with those of the typical current process adopted in the Singapore construction industry, the project-wide BIM collaboration in the construction stage could also significantly reduce the non-value adding activities and the wastes, enhancing the productivity performance. This finding indicated short-term wins for the project team and represented a benchmark for adopting an appropriate BIM-based process to identify and reduce the process wastes for the productivity enhancement in the Singapore construction industry.

In addition, this framework was also supported by previous studies. For example, Cohen (2010) reported that an interior tenant improvement project was completed using the IPD approach within 8.5 months, an impossible schedule with the typical traditional delivery method used by the owner. Critical changes in People and Process were made. The owner was actively participated. The contractors and suppliers were involved during the design stage to share their expertise; for instance, their virtual construction manager worked together with the architects two days a week. Meanwhile, building officials also participated from early design to ensure that the permitting would not impede the schedule, saving more than one week in the planning reviews. Thus, the documents generated from the composite design model created by the whole team could be used for permitting, analysis, bidding, fabrication, and so on. The contractors could procure time- and cost-variable materials and services earlier. After the detailed design phase, the composite model was moved from the architects to the contractors, instead of being re-built by the contractors in the early construction stage which was non-value adding. During construction, the architects moved to the construction site. This close collaboration with the contractors made many non-value adding activities unnecessary and freed the architects to spend much less time reviewing the RFIs and submittals from the contractors. Consequently, there were 125 RFIs in total on the final cost of $13.34 million, 39.61% fewer than the average 155 RFIs per $10 million recommended by Chelson (2010). The results suggested that compared with the typical current process, following an IPD process and monitoring the project process with a predetermined BIM implementation plan would largely avoid the occurrence of the typical non-value adding activities and potential wastes in the project.

**Conclusion**

Productivity performance is one of the major problems faced by the construction industry. The Singapore government has expressed concerns and taken relevant measures in recent years to get the industry professionals and owners to understand the potential effects of the full BIM
adoption on the productivity performance. To achieve this, this paper developed a project management framework for enhancing the productivity in the construction industry. The key activities related to BIM in the current, IPD, VDC, and DfMA processes, and the resulting wastes seriously affecting productivity were identified and validated by the e-mail exchanges or interviews with 16 BIM experts in Singapore. In addition, both the hindrances to and drivers for changes were interpreted in terms of People, Process, and Technology. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed framework was validated by the case study in an ongoing residential project in Singapore and supported by previous studies as well.

The proposed project management framework expands the process re-engineering of the precast shop drawings production in Singapore (Nath et al., 2015) to the project lifecycle perspective. It is likely that this framework would help remove the non-value adding activities and wastes in the design, construction, and facility management processes and led to a more efficient project delivery. The enhanced productivity performance derived from implementing the project management framework in the residential project indicated that the project-wide collaboration and coordination could be somewhat achieved under the current contractual relationships. Nevertheless, the collaboration and coordination in the earlier stages of the project were not yet achieved, and therefore a collaborative contractual structure that governs the close project-wide collaboration and disciplinary coordination from the beginning throughout project completion remains urgently needed in the Singapore construction industry. Besides the owner's awareness of and insights into the value that full BIM implementation can add to the project, the incentives like additional GFA may motivate the owner to adopt new contractual solution to reduce the reluctance of the designers and the risk of the downstream parties being involved in an earlier stage. In addition, because in most projects in Singapore the designers tend to lack time and fees to allocate sufficient resources to adopt BIM, the owner may need to require the design team to consider the downstream uses when creating their design models, with more financial incentives.

This paper adds to knowledge on BIM implementation and productivity. Firstly, this paper presents and interprets four typical BIM-based project delivery processes, providing academics and practitioners with valuable information in different research and project contexts. Secondly, it widens the understanding of the non-value adding activities and their influence on the productivity. By knowing the non-value adding activities in building projects, project teams can tailor appropriate plans to deal with various potential resulting wastes according to their project goals, project characteristics, and capabilities of the team members. Thirdly, the proposed framework provides a new technique for measuring the productivity improvement of building projects in Singapore. Time savings are derived from the identification of the non-value adding activities and quantified by the reduction of the consequent wastes. The significant non-value adding activities and disruptive wastes will help the construction industry to rethink its current processes of delivering projects, and ensure that all the practitioners are clearly aware of the opportunities, roles, and responsibilities associated with incorporating BIM into the current project delivery workflow (Anumba et al., 2010). The government can influence the industry's progress towards full BIM adoption by driving for better project-wide rather than firm-based BIM collaboration and integration throughout the construction value chain. For example, incentive mechanisms are expected to be established for the owner to specify the BIM use in the project delivery, and objective performance milestones need to be launched for the designers and contractors. The project teams should also consider the project context, such as the project goals, the key stakeholders' goals, and BIM capabilities as well as collaboration skills, and the desired risk allocations to tailor appropriate plans to
implement BIM in their building projects (Barley, 1986; Anumba et al., 2010). The Singapore construction industry may explore the IPD, VDC, and DfMA approaches in some projects to make them more integrated in terms of solving issues and processes before the construction phase kicks in. Ultimately, the proposed full BIM-based processes can be applied to improve the productivity of building projects. Thus, with this framework, the construction industry can have an in-depth understanding of how to transform its project delivery process to be more productive.

Although this framework is proposed for the building projects in Singapore in response to the mandatory BIM e-submissions policy and the encouragement for project-wide BIM collaboration. Overseas practitioners may also use the framework. Firstly, like the public sector taking the lead to adopt BIM in Singapore for enhanced productivity, the BIM adoption in publicly funded construction and building projects in the global construction industry is also commonly encouraged, specified, or mandated (Smith, 2014). Secondly, the overseas practitioners can follow the method used in this paper to prepare their customized lists of key practices related to BIM and identify the non-value adding activities in their projects to be reduced according to their specific project characteristics and political contexts.

Nevertheless, the proposed framework has limitations. Firstly, some wastes such as RFIs and workers’ waiting time may be interrelated. Hence it is not possible to achieve complete accuracy when estimating the time savings. Secondly, this paper only presented the results of the time savings for the work process of preparing the coordinated structural and architectural shop drawings as well as the reduced number of RFIs by the time of this paper. The reasons were that the time saving statistics were not fully documented as the residential project was not yet completed, and that the project team tended to be wary of providing all the statistics of the enhanced productivity performance. Thus, it was considered reasonable that this paper only reported the figures of the shop drawing preparation processes and the RFIs as examples to illustrate the enhanced productivity performance resulted from the BIM-based process changes. Thirdly, this framework intends to obtain productivity gains through quantifying the time savings after the process transformation from the partial BIM process to an appropriated full BIM-based process, without considering cost implications of the process changes. Future work is needed to investigate both time savings and cost performance, because owners and construction firms, especially the small and medium-sized enterprises and foreign firms based in Singapore, may concern about the first costs in take-up of BIM technology or processes (Kunz and Fischer, 2012).
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